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We make it easy to reach custom audiences across TV formats.
How It WorksWhy Addressable TVOur ApproachNew-to-TV Solutions

makeO toothsi shifts to addressable TV to drive purchase intent among affluent audience
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With the increase in disposable income among the middle-class, spending on beauty and personal products has increased. makeO toothsi therefore wanted to raise awareness and desire for its clear teeth aligners among a beauty-conscious, high-income audience, and drive purchase intent.
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From planning to reporting, Finecast platform applications enable end-to-end management of addressable TV campaigns.
Technology

Request a demo
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For any brand and every level of TV advertising experience, we make sure our clients' marketing budgets fulfill their full potential.
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makeO toothsi shifts to addressable TV to drive purchase intent among affluent audience
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With the increase in disposable income among the middle-class, spending on beauty and personal products has increased. makeO toothsi therefore wanted to raise awareness and desire for its clear teeth aligners among a beauty-conscious, high-income audience, and drive purchase intent.
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We are a group of people with a passion for technology and a strong belief in how it will continue to shape the future of TV advertising.
About UsWork at FinecastNews





Job OpeningsLocations
Finecast Takes Part in the Opening of WPP Manchester Campus
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Keep up to date on addressable TV with our blogs, articles and research.
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A-Z of Addressable TVBlog PostsResearchAd Spotlight
Ad Spotlight: Cécile Douillard, Global Head of Growth, Addressable Content, Hogarth (WPP) 
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Our guest this month is Cécile Douillard. With experience in the media trading, measurement and data, and creative corners of the industry, Cécile has a comprehensive understanding of the addressable TV landscape. In her current role, she oversees the growth of addressable content, helping a wide range of clients capitalise. 
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Country and Language Selection
GlobalAustraliaCanadaGermanyIndiaPhilippinesPolandSpainThailandUnited KingdomUnited States
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